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 Aspect-level sentiment classification is an essential issue in the 

sentiment analysis that intends to resolve the sentiment polarity of a 

specific aspect mentioned in the input text. The recent methods have 

discovered the roles of some aspects in sentiment polarity classification 

and have developed various techniques to assess the sentiment polarity 

of each aspect in the text. However, these studies do not pay enough 

attention to the need for vectors to be optimal for the aspects. In order 

to address this issue, in the present work, we suggest a Hierarchical 

Attention-based Method (HAM) for the aspect-based polarity 

classification of the text. HAM works in a hierarchically manner. 

Firstly, it extracts an embedding vector for the aspects. Next, it 

employs these aspect vectors with information content to determine the 

sentiment of the text. The experimental findings on the SemEval2014 

dataset show that HAM can improve the accuracy by up to 6.74% 

compared to the state-of-the-art methods in the aspect-based sentiment 

classification task. 
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1. Introduction 

The increasing amount of comments on the 

Internet has drawn both the research and 

industry’s attentions towards the sentiment 

analysis. In the recent years, the sentiment 

analysis has been one of the focal points in 

Natural Language Processing (NLP). Mainly, lots 

of reviews have been posted by costumers in the 

e-commerce systems to give their feedback about 

a service they have received or a product that they 

have purchased. 

Hence, the sentiment analysis is suggested as a 

helpful method that can aid in observing the users’ 

opinions and predict their needs. Such data is 

beneficial to study the users’ future demands and 

their consuming behaviors. Thus the users would 

be able to concentrate on the information that is 

useful and to neglect those that are less critical for 

them [1]. 

Even though most of the time opinion mining is 

helpful at both the document level and the 

sentence level, it is not accurate enough for 

understanding the exact polarity of the text. A 

positive feedback on a posted review does not 

necessarily signify the positive attitude of the user 

on everything about the entity. Also a negative 

feedback does not imply that he entirely hates that 

entity. Looking into the aspect level is required in 

order to reach a more accurate sentiment analysis. 

The fundamental task is to extract and summarize 

the people’s feedback about what they have 

received or purchased and about its different 

aspects [2]. By aspect, we mean any property or 

feature of a particular entity. For instance, in 

terms of product reviews, the product is the entity, 

and everything associated with it (e.g. price, color, 

material) are its aspects [1]. As an example, in the 

sentence “Great salad but the soup tastes bad,” the 

idea over the “salad” is obviously positive, while 

the idea over the “soup” is negative. In this 

example, the comments include different aspects 

of a restaurant. Estimating the aspect sentiment 

polarities of such comments is called the aspect 

term sentiment analysis (ATSA) or target 

sentiment analysis (TSA). In this work, aspect 
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refers to both the aspect category and the aspect 

term/target. Here, the aim is the aspect-based 

sentiment analysis (ABSA), which includes 

ATSA [3]. Two thriving deep learning techniques 

of word embedding are Word2Vec and Global 

Vectors (Glove). These two methods have been 

used by numerous researchers in their sentiment 

analysis research works. 

Although the sentiment classification methods at 

the aspect-level that have been presented so far 

are very effective, a number of limitations are 

associated with these methods, which should be 

improved. For example, Word2Vec and Glove 

should have sizeable corpora in order to train and 

present an acceptable vector for each word. Being 

small in size, some datasets force the researchers 

to use such pre-trained word vectors that 

sometimes are not the right choice for their data. 

Also these embedding vectors ignore the context 

of the document. For instance, the word vectors 

for “beetle” when denoting either a car or an 

animal are the same. Another critical problem is 

neglecting the sentiment information from the 

given text. A consequence of this issue is that the 

words with opposite polarity are mapped into 

close vectors, a disaster for the sentiment analysis 

[4].  A background research work that shows that 

40% of the sentiment classification errors are the 

result of ignoring targets in sentiment 

classification. Some novel approaches have 

become aware of the importance of aspects so 

they have developed various techniques to 

precisely model the contexts via generating 

aspect-specific representations. However, these 

studies still have limitations; for example, they 

consider only the one-word aspects [5] and do not 

try to embed the aspects separately. In order to 

overcome these challenges, the authors in [6] have 

developed ATAE-LSTM, an attention-based 

LSTM with an aspect embedding method to 

model together with the context and aspect via 

concatenating the aspect vector to the word 

embedding of the context words in the embedding 

layer. Also the authors in [5] have proposed 

"Interactive Attention Networks" (IAN) and 

"Aspect Fusion LSTM" (AF-LSTM) [7] so that 

they are able to model the context independently 

and use the aspect to compute the context’s 

attention vector. “Recurrent attention network on 

memory (RAM)” [8] offers some information 

about the relative position of the context words 

and the particular target into their hidden state 

vectors. Using two stacked recurrent neural 

networks and a gate mechanism, Li et al. [9] have 

suggested a merged model to extract the opinion 

target and predict the target sentiment. One of the 

recurrent neural networks predicts combined tags, 

and the other one predicts a new target boundary. 

In the present work, we suggest a Hierarchical 

Attention Model (HAM) for the aspect-based 

polarity classification. It works in two stages; 

firstly, it extracts the embedding vectors for 

aspects, and secondly, simultaneously, it employs 

these aspect vectors with information content to 

determine the sentiment of the input text. The 

main contribution of HAM is to use the two 

LSTM networks for modeling the aspect and 

context such that neural architectures can learn 

continuous features and the complicated 

relationship between an aspect and its text words. 

In this model, the aspects are modeled with an 

LSTM network, where the aspects can also 

contain multiple words. The LSTM network is 

more successful at modeling long aspects than 

short aspects. Conversely, average/max pooling, 

which is used by other techniques, usually loses 

more information in modeling long aspects in 

comparison with the shorter aspects. This 

confirms the efficiency of modeling the aspects 

separately through the LSTM networks [5, 6]. 

HAM uses an aspect in the context modeling 

process and selects a crucial information in the 

context according to the aspect and keeps the 

critical information in the context words’ hidden 

states. In the proposed model, the vector formed 

of aspect information is able to influence the 

context modeling procedure and filter the 

pointless information according to the given 

aspect. Thus the proposed model can generate 

more effective context hidden states based on the 

given aspect. The experimental results confirm 

that the proposed method can improve the 

accuracy of the text sentiment classification 

compared to the state-of-the-art methods.  

 

2. Related Works 

The following section includes a brief 

introduction of the most recent studies on the 

aspect-level sentiment analysis. The traditional 

studies can be split into three groups: classical 

machine learning approaches, neural network 

approaches, and attention-based network 

approaches. 

 

2.1. Classical Machine Learning Methods 

The traditional machine learning methods for the 

ABSC task are mainly based on feature 

engineering. As a result, collecting data and 

analyzing them, designing features according to 

the dataset features, and also obtaining enough 

language resources in order to develop models are 

time-consuming tasks. Jiang et al. [10] have 
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suggested the statistical techniques that are mainly 

based on the success level of feature engineering 

measures. Kaji et al. [11] have suggested using 

structural clues that can help to extract polar 

sentences from the HTML documents, and 

building lexicon after extracting polar sentences 

[12]. The methods based on the traditional 

machine learning are not strong enough to be 

generalized so applying them to a wide variety of 

datasets is not straightforward [13]. Also they 

usually require expensive artificial features like n-

grams, part-of-speech tags, lexicon dictionaries, 

and dependency parser information [14]. 

 

2.2. Neural Networks Methods 

The Deep Neural Network (DNN) method is 

possible to extract the original features into a 

continuous and low-dimensional vector 

representation without manual feature 

engineering. Word embedding is the foundation of 

most DNN-based techniques within which the 

words or phrases from the text are mapped to 

vectors of real numbers. Word2vec, PV, and 

Glove are the pre-trained word embedding [13]. 

Tang et al. [15] have suggested Target-Dependent 

LSTM (TD-LSTM) and Target-Connection 

LSTM (TC-LSTM), which by using them, the 

aspect information would be taken into account to 

improve the classification accuracy. Using two 

stacked recurrent neural networks and a gate 

mechanism, Li et al. [9] have suggested a merged 

model to extract the opinion target and predict the 

target sentiment. One of the recurrent neural 

networks predicts merged tags, and the other one 

predicts an extra target boundary [12]. Two gated 

neural networks have been proposed by Zhang et 

al. (2016), one of which has been employed to 

capture tweet-level syntactic and semantic 

information, and the other one has been employed 

to model the interactions between the left context 

and the right context of a particular target. Using 

the gating mechanism, the target affects the 

selection of sentiment signals in the context [16]. 

 

2.3. Attention Networks Methods 
Wang et al. have suggested the AE-LSTM, AT-

LSTM, and ATAE-LSTM methods. These 

methods mix the attention mechanisms with 

LSTM to semantically model sentences, which 

uses attention mechanisms in order to take the 

importance of different contextual information of 

a specific aspect and solve the ASA problem. Its 

results show that feeding the embedding of aspect 

or aspect terms is essential in capturing the 

corresponding sentiment polarity [17]. The 

authors in AF-LSTM [7] learned to attend based 

on the associative relationships between the 

context words and targets. Ma et al. have 

suggested the IAN model, which by using two 

attention networks, interactively learns the 

representations of the target and context. When 

modeling the context, the IAN model just utilizes 

the context words as the input; therefore, when 

analyzing the comments that contain several 

aspects, they result in similar context hidden states 

vectors. Also IAN models the context separately 

when using the information of aspect in the 

context’s attention calculation. Moreover, the 

attention representations that are learned for target 

and context are exactly linked as the final 

representation. The interaction learning between 

the context and target is not complicated at all, 

and the target attention representation has not 

been employed appropriately [1, 3, 18]. 

Tang et al. have designed MemNet, which is made 

up of a multi-hop attention mechanism that has an 

external memory. This external memory helps to 

find the importance of each word in the context 

concerning the specific target. The memory 

represented is on focus by word embedding to 

make a better semantic information. However, in 

these studies, a conventional attention is used as a 

computation unit, and the significance of target 

modeling is disregarded [1,18]. Ma, Peng, and 

Cambria have recommended a hierarchical 

attention model designed to do the aspect-based 

sentiment analysis tasks including both the target-

level attention and the sentence-level attention. 

However, the target-level attention was a self-

attention network whose only input was the 

hidden output itself. The target-level attention is 

hard to learn without the guidance of context, and 

mutually, the context information will help 

learning the target-level attention [1]. 

 
3. Our Methodology 
The proposed model consists of two parts for 

modeling the aspect and the context, given that a 

context is composed of n-words [ ]   n

c c cw w w  

and an aspect with m words [    m

t t tw w w   

denotes a specific word. This model aims to 

predict the sentiment polarity of the sentence   

over the target tw . Figure 1 illustrates the overall 

architecture of the suggested Hierarchical 

Attention Model (HAM) for the aspect-level 

polarity classification. In order to depict a word, 

we embed each word into a low-dimensional real-

valued vector called word embedding. Two 

popular Embedding methods are Glove and BERT 
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embedding. Therefore, the models are called 

HAM-GLOVE and HAM-BERT. 

 
Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed model. 

 

3.1. Word Embedding Type 

3.1.1. Glove Embedding 
HAM-GLOVE adopts the 300-dimensional Glove 

vectors in order to initialize the word embeddings 

[19]. By sampling from the uniform distribution, 

all the words that are out of vocabulary are 

initialized  U . Suppose 


 embd v
L R  

to be the pre-trained Glove embedding matrix, 

where embd   is the dimension of the word vectors 

and v  is the vocabulary size. Then map each 

word 
viW R  to its associated embedding vector


 embd

ie R , which  is a column in the embedding 

matrix L. 

 

3.1.2. Bert Embedding 

The pre-trained BERT is used by BERT 

embedding in order to create word vectors of the 

sequence [20]. To make the training and fine-

tuning of BERT model easy, the given context 

and aspect are transformed to “[CLS] + context + 

[SEP]” and “[CLS] + aspect + [SEP]”, 

respectively. 

3.2. Aspect Modeling 

For a better modeling of the aspect’s meaning, the 

LSTM networks are used to obtain the aspect’s 

hidden states     
m

t t th h h  and the initial 

representations of aspect (for example 
av ) are 

obtained by averaging the hidden states. 



 
m

i

a t

i

v h m                                                     (1) 

3.3. Context and Aspect Representation 

In order to optimize the merits of the aspect 

information, the aspect vector is attached to the 

context word embedding vector. Since the words 

in a sentence are strongly dependent on each 

other, we used the LSTM networks to learn the 

hidden word semantics. By the way, in learning 

long-term dependencies, LSTM works very well, 

and it is also able to avoid the gradient vanishing 

and expansion problems. The structure of this 

model is illustrated in Fig 1. In this model, firstly, 

the aspect terms   
t

w  are entered into the LSTM 

networks. In this way, the hidden output 

representations     Nh h h  can have 

information from the input aspect  
a

v . Then in 

the next step, we modeled the interdependence 

between words and the input aspect. Formally, 

given the input word embedding and aspect 

representation are concatenated together as kw , 

the previous cell state 1kc  and the previous 

hidden state 1kh , the current cell state kc , and 

the current hidden state kh in the LSTM networks 

are updated as: 
      k w k h k

i i i
i W w W h b                     (2) 

      k w k h k

f f f
f W w W h b                      (3) 

      k w k h k

o o o
o W w W h b                     (4) 

      ˆk w k h k

c c c
c tanh W w W h b                 (5) 

  ˆe ek k k k kc f c i c                                 (6)

  ek k kh o tanh c                                                  (7) 
 

where i f , ando stand for the input gate, forget 

gate, and the output gate, respectively, that model 

the interactions between the memory cells and 

their environments. is a sigmoid function. W

and b indicate the weight matrices and biases, 

respectively.  

The symbol   represents the matrix multiplication 

and e stands for the elementwise multiplication. 

The hidden states  
   Nh h h  are considered as 

the word representation for context according to 

the specific aspect. 

 

 

Word 
embeddin

g 
Aspect 

representation 

Attention

 

Aspect representation 

Hidden 
states 

Aspect 

embedding 

Aspect 
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3.4. Attention Mechanism 

The attention mechanism is used to select the 

relevant information contributing to the sentiment 

polarity. It will generate an attention weight 

vector and a weighted hidden representation r . 

  


 
 
 

h

v a N

W H
M tanh

W v e
                                     (8) 

  Tα softmax w M                                          (9) 

 Tr Hα                                                             (10) 

where   
 ad d N

M R  ,  Nα R  ,   dr R  , 
 d d

hW R  , 


 a ad d

vW R  , and 
 ad d

w R   are the 

projection parameters. r  is a weighted 

representation of sentences with a given aspect.    
 d NH R is a matrix that includes the hidden 

vectors [ ] Nh h   produced by LSTM, d  is the 

size of the hidden layers,  N is the length of the 

input sentence, av   represents the embedding of 

aspect, and   N

ne R  is a vector of 1s. The 

operator in 8 (a circle with a multiplication sign 

inside, OP for short here) means: 

    a N a a av e v v v , i.e. the operator 

frequently concatenates av    for  N times. 

v a NW v e   is repeating the linearly transformed    

av again and again until there are words in a 

sentence. The final sentence representation is 

given by: 

   *

p x N
h tanh W r W h                                (11) 

where  * dh R , pW  , and  xW  are the projection 

parameters that are supposed to be learned while 

the training process is running. The attention 

mechanism permits the model to take the most 

important part of a sentence when considering 

different aspects. *h serves as a feature 

representation of a sentence given the input 

aspect. A linear layer is added to change the 

sentence vector to e ,i.e. a real-valued vector 

whose length equals class number c . Then a   

softmax layer is employed to transform e   into 

a conditional probability distribution. 

   *

s s
y softmax W h b                                       (12) 

where y  is the predicted sentiment polarity 

distribution, sW and sb and   are the learnable 

parameters for the softmax layer. 

 

3.5. Regularization and Model Training 

In terms of the text sentiment analysis, neutral 

polarity is a vague sentimental state, and training 

samples with neutral's labels is untrustworthy. 

Thus we use a Label Smoothing Regularization 

(LSR) term in the loss function, which fines low 

the entropy output distributions [21]. By 

preventing a network from assigning the full 

probability to each training example, LSR can 

lower the over-fitting chance during training and 

replaces the 0 and 1 targets for a classifier with 

smoothed values like 0.1 or 0.9. For a training 

sample x with the original ground-truth label 

distribution  G g x  , we compute  G' g x  with: 

        (G' g x e G g x eu g                 (13) 

where  u g  represents a known distribution of 

label k independent of training samples, which 

mostly follows a simple uniform distribution, then   


  u k

c
, e  and is the smoothing 

parameter. LSR corresponds to the KL distance 

between the known label distribution  u g and the 

predicted distribution θp . The LSR term is 

explained as: 

     
lsr KL θ

L D u g p                               (14) 

The proposed model is trained by improving the 

cross-entropy loss as much as possible with the  

lsrL and L  regularizations. The training loss is as 

follows: 





     ˆ
C

i i lsr

i

loss y log y L λ θ               (15) 

Where C is the number of classes, iy serves as 

the correct sentiment polarity, and ˆ
iy presents the 

predicted sentiment polarity for a specific 

sentence. Moreover, λ  is the L regularization 

factor and θ is the parameter set of the proposed 

model. 

 

4. Experiments and Results 

4.1. Datasets 

In order to assess the suggested model, some tests 

were carried out on the SemEval 2014 Task4 

dataset [22]. There exist two domain-specific 

datasets for laptops and restaurants, namely 

restaurants14 and laptop14. The number of the 

training and test samples of each sentiment 

polarity on the restaurant and laptop datasets is 

shown in table 1 [12]. 
Table 1. Statistical information of semeval-2014. 

Property Datasets 

Restaurant Laptop 

Train Test Train Test 

#samples 1978 600 1462 411 

#AvgLen 16.2856 15.4167 18.5855 14.9562 

#TermSet 1.191 520 939 389 

#AvgTermLen 2.0722 1.9942 1.9191 1.9434 

#ATPS 1.8210 1.8667 1.5821 1.5523 

Pos./Neg. 

/Neu. 

2164/805

/633 

728/196/

196 

987/866

/460 

341/128/ 

169 
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According to table 1, the average number of the 

aspects in the same sentence is about 1.8, and the 

average length of the aspect is about 2. This data 

shows that each sentence often involves more than 

one aspect, and each aspect usually contains more 

than one word. 

 

4.2. Evaluation Metrics 

The following metrics are adopted to evaluate the 

performance of the suggested model. The 

accuracy is defined as: 




TP TN
Accuracy

N
                (16) 

in which, TP,TN are the number of correctly 

predicted samples, and N is the total number of 

testing samples. Since there is a three-class 

classification task and the classes are imbalanced, 

as one can see in table 1,  Macro F  is calculated 

and the value of   Macro F  is obtained as 

follows: 

i   


i
i

i i

Precision Recall
F

Precision Recall
                            (17)  


 


 i

i

Macro - F F                                        (18) 

where [positive, neutral, negative]i . 
 

4.3. Implementation Details 

In our experiments, we show the details of the 

configurations and use hyper-parameters in tables 

2 for both the HAM-Glove and HAM-BERT 

models on the Restaurants and Laptop datasets. 

Randomly, a sample containing 20% of the 

original training data is employed as the 

development data to tune the algorithm 

parameters. 

 

Table 2. Configuration and hyper-parameters of word 

embeddings. 
Property Word Embedding 

Glove BERT 

Dimension  300 768 

Hidden states  300 300 

Initializer Uniform (-0.1,0.1) Uniform (-0.1,0.1) 

Optimizer Adam Adam 

Drop out 0.5 0.1 

Learning rate 1e-3 2e-5 

L2 Regularize 1e-5 From{1e-2, 1e-3} 

Framework PyTorch PyTorch 
 

Adjusting the process of Bert is a delicate process; 

a small learning rate would maximize the Bert’s 

performance. The experiments performed 

demonstrated that a too large batch size makes the 

volatility of regularization between layers to bring 

down the performance of the model. Thus the 

optimal batch size from {16, 25, 32} for HAM 

models was adopted. 

 

4.4. Comparison Models 

In order to have a fair comparison of the HAM 

with other methods, we report the best value that 

is published for each method on the same datasets. 

This prevents the possible implementation errors. 

The results obtained indicated that, to a great 

extent, HAM could improve the state-of-the-art 

performance on the two datasets, especially the 

HAM-BERT model. A comparison was made 

between the HAM design models and the 

following baselines: LSTM [23], CNN [24], TC-

LSTM [15], AT-LSTM [6], ATAE-LSTM [6], 

ATAE-BiLSTM [6], MemNet [25], IAN [5], 

RAM [8], AF-LSTM(CORR), AF-LSTM(CONV) 

[7], GCAE [26], DAuM [27], IARM [28], CEA 

[29], MTKFN-Senti [30], AA-LSTM [3], ATAE-

LSTM(AA) [3], Co-attention-LSTM [1], PG-

CNN [31], BERT-AVG [32], ANTM+BERTB 

[17], BERT-CLS [32], SPAN- Collapsed [33], 

Base model + BG, Base model + BG + SC, Base 

model + BG + OE [9], MTKFN-struct [30], TAG- 

collapsed [33], BERT-Soft, BERT-Hard, BERT-

Original [34], IGCN [35], BERT-LSTM, BERT-

Attention [36]. 

 

4.5. Results 

Tables 3 and 4 represent the performance 

comparison of HAM with other models. The 

HAM-BERT model achieves an impressive 

improvement compared to the state-of-the-art 

methods. According to the results indicated in 

tables 3 and 4, the model includes only the LSTM 

network, which has achieved the worst 

performance among the baseline methods. The 

reason is that it treats the aspects equally with 

other context words and does not fully use the 

aspect information, so it must get the same 

sentiment polarity, although given different 

aspects. TC-LSTM takes both the combination of 

aspect vector (average over multiple word 

vectors) and word embedding as the input, which 

results in a worse function than the proposed 

model. Representation of the aspect in the TC-

LSTM model can cause the information to be lost, 

especially when the aspects have multiple words. 

Compared to the ATAE-LSTM model, the 

proposed model (HAM-GLOVE) improves the 

performance in terms of the accuracy measure 

about 2.32% and 3.76%, and the proposed model 

(HAM-BERT) improves 4.73% and 9.56% in the 

restaurant and laptop categories, respectively, in 

terms of the accuracy measure. According to the 

results obtained, the aspect should be modeled 

individually, and the aspect representations can 

contribute to judge the sentiment polarity of a 

target, and the collocated context and aspect could 
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affect each other. It means that the interaction 

between the aspect and the content is crucial when 

classifying the aspect sentiment polarity, and the 

unidirectional attentions do not suffice for the 

final representation. In the AF-LSTM model, 

instead of allowing the attention layer to focus on 

the learning of the relative importance of context 

words, it is given to the extra burden of modeling 

the relationship between aspect and context 

words, and 

its performance has a slight improvement. Also 

our method outperforms the IAN model. Although 

GCAE incorporates the gating mechanism to 

control the sentiment information flow based on 

the input aspect, the information flow is generated 

by an aspect independent encoder. 
  

Table 3. Comparison results on the restaurants dataset. 
 

 

In terms of the accuracy measure, our model 

would enhance the performance compared to 

GCAE, by 1.7% and 5.3% in the two datasets 

(restaurant and laptop), respectively. Since 

MemNet does not model the hidden semantic of 

embedding, its overall performance is not 

satisfying; the last attention results in a simple 

linear combination of word embedding. The RAM 

method utilizes several recurrent attention models 

in order to gain weight in distinctive context 

words. In comparison with RAM, the proposed 

model improves the performance in terms of the 

accuracy measures about 1.7% and 3.6% in the 

restaurant and laptop categories, respectively. 

According to table 4, using the BERT 

representations can boost the performance of our 

model. BERT-AVG, which uses the BERT 

representations without fine-tuning, achieves a 

surprisingly excellent performance on this task. 

After fine-tuning, the performance of BERT-CLS 

becomes even better. Our model consistently 

improves over BERT-AVG and BERT-CLS, 

which indicates that our model can better utilize 

these semantic representations. The accuracy of 

our model reaches about 81.52% and 76.96% in 

terms of the accuracy measure on the restaurant 

and laptop datasets, respectively. 

 
Table 4. Comparison results on the laptop dataset. 

 

4.6. Analysis of Proposed Model 

According to tables 3 and 4, the improvements in 

the restaurant dataset are less than those on the 

laptop dataset. It results in more 1-word aspect 

cases in the restaurant dataset compared to the 

number of cases with 1-word aspect in the laptop 

dataset (Table 5). In other words, the laptop 

dataset has more multi-words aspects than the 

restaurant category. The main contribution of the 

Macro 

F1 
Accuracy 

Reported 

from 
year Methods 

63.00 74.30 

[37] 

1997 LSTM 

60.25 75.18 2014 CNN 

66.72 77.41 

2016 

TC-LSTM 

63.37 78.04 AT-LSTM 

63.72 76.79 ATAE-LSTM 

63.43 75.98 ATAE-Bi-LSTM 

61.09 73.39 MemNet 

65.12 76.70 
2017 

IAN 

66.76 77.41 RAM 

64.00 75.96 
[38] 

2018 

AF-LSTM(CORR) 

65.54 76.46 AF-LSTM(CONV) 

65.06 77.41 [37] GCAE 

66.47 77.91 
 

[38] 

DAuM 

66.66 77.73 IARM 

66.78 78.44 CEA 

66.30 77.74 [30] 

2019 

MTKFN-Senti 

66.24 78.21 
[3] 

AA-LSTM 

66.46 78.31 ATAE-LSTM (AA) 

- 78.80 [1] Coattention-LSTM 

- 78.90 [31] PG-CNN 

66.81 79.11 
  

HAM-GLOVE 

- 78.70 [32] 

2019 

BERT-AVG 

- 79.7 [1] Coattention-MemNet 

71.00 80.78 [17] ANTM+BERTB 

- 81.20 [32] BER-CLS 

57.85 - [33] SPAN-collapsed 

- 81.34 [35] 2020 IGCN 

71.46 81.52 
  

HAM-BERT 

Macro 

F1 
Accuracy 

Reported 

from 
year Methods 

60.10 66.50 

[37] 

1997 LSTM 

57.75 66.93 2014 CNN 

61.11 67.08 

2016 

TC-LSTM 

63.16 69.44 AT-LSTM 

58.47 67.40 ATAE-LSTM 

63.43 70.53 ATAE-Bi-LSTM 

58.10 64.42 MemNet 

60.90 68.50 
2017 

IAN 

59.73 67.55 RAM 

63.70 69.97 
[38] 

2018 

AF-LSTM(CONV) 

63.38 69.78 AF-LSTM(CORR) 

59.20 65.83 [37] GCAE 

65.06 70.36 
 

[38] 

DAuM 

63.30 68.63 IARM 

64.52 70.52 CEA 

54.31 - 

[9] 

2019 

Base model + BG 

55.81 - 
Base model + BG + 

SC 

55.62 - 
Base model + BG + 

OE 

61.45 66.93 
[3] 

AA-LSTM 

62.10 69.28 ATAE-LSTM (AA) 

62.96 69.55 [30] MTKFN-Struct 

- 69.10 [31] PG-CNN 

65.07 71.16 
  

HAM-GLOVE 

- 72.9 
[1] 

2019 

Coattention-MemNet 

- 73.5 Coattention-LSTM 

- 76.50 [32] BERT-AVG 

71.89 75.37 [17] ANTM+BERTB 

48.66 - 
[33] 

SPAN-collapsed 

65.23 - TAG-collapsed 

- 74.92 

[34] 

BERT-Soft 

- 74.10 BERT-Hard 

- 74.57 BERT-Original 

 75.24 [35] 

2020 

IGCN 

69.37 75.31 
[36] 

BERT-LSTM 

68.76 75.16 BERT-Attention 

72.23 76.96 
  

HAM-BERT 
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proposed method is using the two LSTM 

networks for modeling of the aspect and context 

such that the neural architectures are able to learn 

the continuous features and the complicated 

relationship between an aspect and its text words. 

In this model, the aspects are modeled with an 

LSTM network, whose aspects can also contain 

multiple words. In the proposed model, the aspect 

information (in the form of vectors) can influence 

the process of context modeling and also filter 

useless information for the given aspect. 

Therefore, it can create more effective context 

hidden states based on the given aspect and get 

the different context hidden state vectors by 

analyzing those comments that contain multiple 

aspects. 
 

Table 5. Number/percentage of single-word and multi-

word aspects in the datasets used. 

Properties 
Datasets 

Restaurant Laptop 

Single-word (len = 1) 3521/74.5% 1825/61.5% 

Multi-word (len = 2) 819/17.3% 857/28.9% 

Multi-word (len > 2) 388/8.2% 284/9.6% 

 

4.7 Model Size and Model Cost 

We compared the size (number of parameters), the 

running time of models on the 1120 samples of 

the ATSA task’s restaurant test set, and the 

amount of memory used by the proposed model 

with the other baseline methods. For all the 

compared models, we used an open-source 

PyTorch implementation and run them on the 

same GPU.  

The results obtained are shown in table 6. Note 

that the values for the running time and the 

memory used by the BERT-CLS method have not 

been mentioned in the original paper [32,39]. 

Using the same dimension of the hidden states, 

the proposed HAM-GLOVE model has a lower 

model size and memory compared to these 

LSTM-based methods. The LSTM-based models 

require more running time due to the time 

dependence of the LSTM structure. Moreover, for 

the models RAM and MemNet with multiple 

attention layers, they need more time to complete 

the testing process. Considering the three 

conditions parameter quantity, running time, and 

model performance, it is obvious that HAM- 

GLOVE is superior to the other models. Since 

MemNet only has one shared attention layer and 

two linear layers, it is the smallest model, which is 

not able to calculate the hidden states of word 

embedding. 

 

 
 
 

The HAM-GLOVE’s lightweight ranks second 

because, in comparison with MemNet, it takes 

more parameters as the input to model the hidden 

states of sequences.  

 
Table 6. Model Size and model cost of some models for 

the restaurant dataset. 

 

The BERT-based models indeed have the larger 

model sizes, and when we switch from Glove 

embedding to BERT representations, the size of 

the model increases. Compared to BERT-CLS, the 

proposed HAM-BERT model has fewer 

parameters and model size, and is more accurate 

on the restaurant and laptop datasets. 

 

4.8. Comparison between Glove and Bert 

Tables 7 and 8 and figures 2 and 3 show that 

when we use the BERT pre-training vectors in the 

proposed model, the overall performance is much 

better than that of the Glove vectors.  

 
Table 7. Results of Glove and Bert vectors in the proposed 

model in terms of different evaluation measures 

using the restaurant dataset. 

BERT has an advantage over other models like 

Glove because in Word2Vec and Glove, each 

word has a fixed representation without being 

influenced by the context within which the word 

appears. In contrast, BERT generates word 

dynamically informed representations, 

considering the words around them. Also Glove 

does not take into account word order in training; 

 

 

Model cost Model size 

Models 
Time 

Complexity 

(s) 

Memory 

(MB) 

Params 

× 106 

7.153 14.30 2.1666 TC-LSTM 

12.396 16.61 2.52 ATAE-LSTM 

7.40 15.58 2.25 ATAE-BiLSTM 

12.803 15.30 2.168 IAN 

30.80 31.18 5.77 RAM 

19.64 7.82 0.36 MemNet 

18.76 18.51 3.25 LCRS 

13.68 14.17 2.1663 HAM-GLOVE 

207.18 452.22 112.77 HAM-BERT 

- - 335.14 BERT-CLS 

HAM-BERT HAM-GLOVE Labels Measures 

59.50 52.60 Negative 

Accuracy 32.91 27.30 Neutral 

82.13 79.40 Positive 

74.64 68.90 Negative 

Macro-F1 49.52 42.90 Neutral 

90.19 88.50 Positive 

69.13 67.00 Negative 

Precision 66.54 66.00 Neutral 

87.67 83.70 Positive 

81.12 71.40 Negative 

Recall 39.79 31.60 Neutral 

92.85 91.90 Positive 
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 however, BERT takes into account the word 

order. 

Figure 2. Results of Glove and Bert vectors in the 

proposed model in terms of different 

evaluation measures using the restaurant 

dataset. 

 
Table 8. Results of Glove and Bert vectors in the proposed 

model in terms of different evaluation measures 

using the laptop dataset. 

 
Figure 3. Results of Glove and Bert vectors in the 

proposed model in terms of different 

evaluation measures using the laptop dataset. 

 

5. Conclusions 

According to the impotence of the aspect-level 

sentiment classification in the sentiment analysis,  

in this paper, we proposed HAM, A hierarchical 

attention model, to resolve the sentiment polarity 

of a specific aspect mentioned in the text. HAM 

works in two stages: firstly, it extracts an 

embedding vector for the aspects; secondly, 

simultaneously, it employs these aspect vectors 

with the information content to determine the 

sentiment of the text. The primary benefit that the 

proposed model contributes is that the aspect 

information that is represented as a vector would 

influence the process of context modeling. It also 

filters useless information for the given aspect. 

Therefore, HAM can create more effective context 

hidden states based on the given aspect and get 

the different context hidden state vectors by 

analyzing those comments that contain multiple 

aspects. The experimental results on the SemEval 

2014 datasets reveal that the model we proposed 

can learn the practical features and obtain a 

superior performance over the baseline models. 

ASC is a fine-grained and complex task, and thus 

many other approaches like handling sentiment 

negation can be adopted. The expand and improve 

mathematical relationships in the attention 

mechanism achieve a higher accuracy. We believe 

all these can help improve the sentiment analysis 

and provide more effective solutions in the future 

that will increase the accuracy in this field . 
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 .1400سال  ،اولشماره  ،دوره نهم ،کاویمجله هوش مصنوعی و داده                                                                                                     زاده و زینتیلکی

 

 جنبه سطح در احساسات بندیطبقه برای  توجه بر مبتنی مراتبی سلسله روش

 زهرا زینتی و *زادهامیرلکی

 .ایران، قم، دانشگاه قم، گروه مهندسی کامپیوتر

 08/08/2020 پذیرش؛ 12/07/2020 بازنگری؛ 23/04/2020 ارسال

 چکیده:

است و هدف آن تعیین قطبیت احساسی یک جنبه خاص ذکرر شرده در مرتن  احساسات تحلیل در مهم موضوعی جنبه سطح در احساسات بندیطبقه

 قطبیرت ارزیرابی بررای را گونراگونی هرایتکنیک و برده پی احساسات قطبیت بندیطبقه در هاجنبه از برخی نقش به اخیر هایباشد. روشورودی می

در  .انردنداشرته هراجنبه برای بردارهای بازنمایی بودن بهینه لزوم به چندانی توجه مطالعات این وجود، این با. اندکرده ایجاد متن در جنبه هر احساسی

ایرن . ایرمداده پیشرنهاد مرتن یک جنبه بر مبتنی قطبیت بندیطبقه جهت را HAM توجه به نام بر مبتنی مراتبی روش سلسله یک ما حاضر، پژوهش

در کنرار بردارهرای  جنبره بردارهرای از سرس،،. کنردمری استخراج هاجنبه برای بازنمایی بردار یک در ابتدا،. کندمی عمل مراتبی سلسله روش بصورت

 کارآمردتری پنهران هرایحالرت شده داده جنبه اساس بر تواندمی پیشنهادی مدل کند.می استفاده قطبیت احساسی تعیین استخراج شده از متن برای

 دسرت بره از پر، مردل، این. آورد دست به را هامتن از متفاوتی پنهان حالت بردارهای جنبه، چندین حاوی نظرات تحلیل و تجزیه هنگام و کند ایجاد

 برردار بره توجره برا کلمره هرر خاص وزنی نمره که کند به طوریمی استفاده وزن مناسب بردار تولید برای توجه مکانیزم از متن، بردار بازنمایی آوردن

 پیشررفته هایروش با مقایسه در تواندمی HAM که دهدمی نشان SemEval2014 داده مجموعه در تجربی هایشود. یافتهمی محاسبه جنبه بازنمایی

 .بخشد روش های موجود بهبودنسبت به بهترین  6.74% تا را مقدار سنجنده صحت جنبه، بر مبتنی احساسات بندیطبقه موضوع در

 .کوتاه مدت طوالنی حافظه کلمه، جاسازی تحلیل احساسات، ،عمیق یادگیری :کلمات کلیدی

 


